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Dear Great Lakes Grazier, 

  

 The growing season is upon us!  Green grass and hay are everywhere and the day with the longest 

daylight period of the year is rapidly approaching.  Next Wednesday, June 21, on the summer solstice, 

take a moment from your busy schedule to be out standing in your field and appreciate this great solar col-

lector and carbon sequestration machine we call a forage field.  This green machine really plays an im-

portant part of our life on earth and our rural economies. 

  

 So far it has been an almost typical start to the grazing season.  Cool nights, some increasing day 

time heat, some areas with rain (some with too much), some dry as a bone, and the list goes on.  Last 

week was a good one to bale hay but the forecast for this week appears to be quite the opposite. 

  

 Commodity prices are not good but corn and cattle have shown some moves in a more promising 

direction.  Even hay prices may be seeing a slight move upward but it really depends on the rest of the 

harvest from here on out. 

  

 And with the growing season also come the pasture walk 

and field day season.  We even have a walk coming up this week 

on Wednesday at long time dairy grazier and Michigan Forage 

Council President Tom Cooks.  And we have a walk the next 

night at the Byelich Angus beef herd in Harrisville, MI.  I will be at 

both.  Hope to see you there.  Have a great summer! 

 

Sincerely, 

 

         

 

Jerry Lindquist 

       

MSU Extension Grazing Educator 

Osceo la  Coun ty  MSU Ex tens ion  
301  W.  Up ton  Ave  
Reed  C i ty ,  M I   49677  

June 2017 

Phone :  231 -832 -6139  
To l l  F ree :  888 -678-3464  
Emai l :  l indqu is@ anr .msu .edu  
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Baleage Harvesting and Handling  

 

Perhaps the greatest challenge Michigan forage growers face is in quickly transforming high quality 
standing forage in the field to a stable, storable form that is the best possible feed for livestock. 
Many growers are now harvesting and storing alfalfa or grass silage as baleage (50% to 60% mois-
ture baled hay). Some advantages are:  baleage does not require as much drying time as dry hay; 
does not require as large of an investment in machinery and storage structures as chopped silage 
crops; and in many cases the same baler can be used for both dry and high moisture forage. The 
crop can be stored and fed according to quality.  But producing, storing and feeding a consistently, 
high-quality baled silage requires careful and timely management from field-to-feedbunk.  

Field operations need to be coordinated in such a way that the wrapped bales contain a consistent 
forage moisture. Variation in forage yield and species mixture as well as field topography are just a 
few of the things that cause variation in moisture at harvest.  When more hay has been cut than can 
be baled and wrapped in the time the crop is between 50% and 60% moisture, inconsistent feed in-
take, fluctuations in daily milk yield and a range of health problems can occur.  Baling when forage 
moisture is too high can lead to low quality silage, often as a result of clostridia fermentation. Baling 
when the forage is too dry makes it very difficult to exclude oxygen and fermentation will be delayed 
resulting in higher pH, lower lactic acid production and a lower quality crop.   

As an example, consider two 1200 lb bales being fed to a group of 40 cows on consecutive days. 
One bale is at 60% dry matter (40% moisture) and the other is at 40% dry matter (60% moisture). 
The first day the bale at 60% dry matter will supply each cow with 18 lb DM and 2.88 lbs crude pro-
tein (CP). The next day, the bale at 40% DM will provide each cow only with 12 lb DM and 1.92 lb 
CP.  In addition, these wide differences in moisture can lead to poor silage fermentation, digestive 
upsets and loss of milk yield or productivity.  

The results of a study of baleage quality and management on five dairy farms feeding grain and al-
falfa bale silage was reported by Place and Heinrichs (1997). Grain made up 48-56% of the total dry 
matter intake.  Beginning in November each of the farmers sampled every bale fed over a four 
month period. The average dry matter of all bales was 46.6% but individual bale DM ranged from 
essentially fresh cut forage (23% DM) to that suitable for dry hay (86% DM). Forage quality was also 
highly variable.  Crude protein averaged 14.6% (DM basis) but ranged from 10.8% to 21.5%.  Simi-
lar widely varying measures of NDF and NEL were reported.  

Dry matter variability from farm-to-farm was also high and ranged from an average of about 39% on 
one farm to 57% on another.  On one farm where bales were fed sequentially as they came out of 
storage the bale dry matter percentages were 72-65-57-37-65. The nutrient value was also highly 
variable.  Clearly, providing a consistent ration would be a huge challenge in these conditions.  In 
general, the farms with the most consistent baleage analysis had the higher milk production per 
cow, and more stable production on a day-to-day basis.   

Dr. Tim Harrigan, MSU Bio Systems & AG Engineering 
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Baleage Harvesting and Handling—continue 

Some management guidelines for producing high quality bale silage include: 

 Strive for 50-60% moisture at the time of wrapping. 

 Mow and harvest a crop area each day that can be handled in the time it will take the cut forage 

to dry from about 60% DM to 50% DM.  

 Number and date each bale, and store the bales by field and cutting.  

 Keep the fields consistent in terms of forage species and soil fertility. 

 Strive for a representative, composite forage sample when balancing rations. 

 Try to incorporate other forages in the ration so baleage is not the only forage. 

Baleage can provide a high-quality, fermented forage but careful attention to management is needed 
to produce a consistent, uniform feed. You can learn more about producing, managing and feeding 
baleage at the Ag Innovation Field Day at the MSU Lake City Research Center on August 24, 2017.  
For info go to   http://msue.anr.msu.edu/msuaginnovationday 

 

 

 

 

 

 

811482.html

Click to view a video with more 

information on the  MSU Ag Inno-

vation Day. 
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This is the Weed Responses to Herbicides in Forages page from the 2017 MSU Weed Control 
Guide for Field Crops.  The entire 212 page guide can be explored and downloaded free at 

http://msuweeds.com/publications/weed-control-guide/ . 
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